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This invention relates to doors and windows. and more 
particularly and speci?cally to new and improved sash 
frame constructions for doors and windows. The in 
stant invention more especially relates to corner attach 
ments for the right angular components of door and 
window sash frames. 
For purposes of clarity and understanding in the fol 

lowing discussions and descriptive disclosures, the terms 
“frame,” “frames” and “framing components.” are in 
tended to de?ne and identify those structural elements 
constituting the elongated members extending about a 
door or window sash as distinguished from the usual 
“frame” within. which a door or window sash conven 
tionally cooperates as a closure member. At the same 
time, the term “sash” as hereinafter used conjunctively 
with door-and-window isv intended to identify and define, 
generically, a closure member for a door or window 
opening including the framing components and panels, 
glazed or otherwise, constituting such closure members. 
It is immaterial to the construction of this invention 
whether the closure members are hinged, pivoted or slid 
ably mounted in the openings which they close‘. 

Heretofore, in the fabrication and assembly'of doors 
and windows having extruded, tubular sash frame com 
ponents, it has been the practice to utilize‘complex and 
costly manufacturing techniques in the interconnection 
of right angular sash‘ frame‘ components at the corner 
intersections of the frame. The complex and costly tech 
niques resortedto in the prior art have been necessitated 
by the requirement that there be a tight, rigid joint at sash 
frame corners, which are usually mitered ?ts, which 
would withstand twisting stresses and torques set up in 
the doors and windows, in addition to resisting the usual 
tensional and compressive forces set up both vertically 
and horizontally in door and window sashes. 

Further, the typical prior art gusset utilized in fabri 
cation of door and window frame components has em 
bodied plural offset screw fastenings acting in shear for 
the purpose of tensioning or pre-stressing the mitered 
corner joint. 

It is, therefore, a general object of the present inven 
tion to provide a new and improved corner attachment 
for the frame components of door and window sashes 
which securely and rigidly lock and retain the angularly 
disposed components together in proper relationship. 

‘ An object of this invention is the provision of a corner 
gusset for securing door and window frame components 
in mitered joints which embodies the use of plural screw 
fastener members arranged in direct opposition and at 
right angles to the line of the mitered joint which pro 
vides for optimum resistance to joint separation. 

It is also an object of this invention to provide a ‘novel 
and improved corner fastening for‘ the angularly- dis 
posed frame components of door and window sashes 
which is of extremely low cost both as to structural com 
ponents as well as in utilization in theassembly- or fabri 
cation of the door or window sash. ' . 

Another object of this invention resides in the provi 
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2. 
sion of a novel and improved corner fastening for tubu 
lar door and window sash frame components which is 
disposed entirely within the con?nes of the tubular com 
ponents thereby eliminating any visual change in the 
normal appearance of the door or window sash. _ 
A further object of this invention is the provision" of 

a novel and improved gusset member for fastening angu 
larly disposed door and window sash frame corners which 
is readily and inexpensively manufactured from an elon 
gated one-piece extrusion formed by cutting said extru 
sion into longitudinal segments each of which constitutes 
one such gusset member. 

Still further and additional objects and advantages of 
the instant invention will become more readily apparent" 
to those skilled in the art when the following descrip— 
tion is ‘read in the light of the accompanying drawings; ' 

In the accompanying drawings and the hereinfollow 
ing detailed disclosure, the sash frame corner fastening 
constituting the principal concepts of the present inven 
tion is described in structural combination and associa 
tion with a door sash frame for purposes of clarity and 
illustration. However, it is not intended that this inven 
tion be limited to this speci?c combination since it is 
fully contemplated that the novel features, structural and 
functional, of the present invention may be equally adapt 
able to window sash frames, sliding, hinged or otherwise 
hung, and in certain instances to the frames for open; 
ings for doors and windows where they are fabricated 
from tubular metallic components. a 
The nature of the present invent-ion may be stated in 

general terms as relating to a- corner fastening means- for! 
the angularly disposed components of-door and window 
sash frames which consists of a tubular metallic extru 
sion of rectangular cross-sectional con?gurationv having 
arcuate screw channels, externally. of' two opposed sides 
thereof and extending longitudinally therealong', said ex 
truded tube being cut transversely to form a substan 
tially trapezoidal gusset, said gusset beinginter'p'ose'd' iii 
the angle de?ned by the two sash frame components at 
a corner joint of said frame, and said' frame compon " 
being drilled to receive screws aligned with the screw 
channels disposed diagonally between the sash frame 
components. _ 

Referring now to the accompanying drawings in whichv 
like numerals designate similar parts throughout‘ the 
several views: . 

Fig. 1, is a front elevation of a door constructed in 
accordance With the present invention. . . 

Fig. 2 is a perspective illustrationv of the improved 
corner gusset. " 

Fig. 3 is an end elevation of the gusset shown in Fig. 2. 
Fig. ,4 is a vertical section ‘through a partially assembled 

frame corner. 
Fig. 5 is a view like Fig. 4 of a completed corner as 

sembly. _ 

Fig. 6 is a‘ section taken on line‘ 6-6; Fig. 5. 
With particular reference to the appended drawings, 

10 generally designates .a door hinged to close a" usual 
framed door opening. The door in consists of a‘ sash‘ 
[frame 12, composed of two‘ vertical components 14‘ 
and 16, a sill component 18 and a top rail or head com‘ 
ponent 20, receiving one or more panels 22'.which'rnay 
be glazed, wood or metallic. 
Each of the verticaland horizontal components“1:43v 

through 20', of the door sash frame, consists of an elon'i 
gated section of extruded, metallic tube 24 ofjrectangui' 
lar cross-sectional con?guration and provided with an‘ 
extended side portion, on one face thereof de?ning? a‘ 
glazing or panel receiving channel 25‘al0n'g'7on1e"lo'ngi 
tudinal face thereof. Each: frame component'is' ofhkei 

. con?guration and each is cut at a 45° angle, asat‘zdf 
at each end'to permit the ?ush angular abutment; seat 
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2.8, of adjacent ends of the vertical and horizontal com 
ponents at the corners of the sash frame. The outer 
most edge face of each sash frame component of the 
door, remote to the panel insert 22, is provided with a 
pair of angular depressions 3%, one pair adjacent each 
end of the component. The depressions 39 of each pair 
of depressions are located in alignment longitudinally 
of the face of the frame component edge in which they 
are formed with one depression closely spaced from one 
end of the component and the other depression of the 
pair spaced from the ?rst away from the adjacent end 
of the component. 
Each of the depressions 3G in each of the components 

of the sash frame is formed by angularly upsetting the 
face of the extruded tubular component inwardly so as 
to provide a dimple de?ned longitudinally of the com 
ponent by angular wall portions 32 and 34 intersecting 
at the base of the dimple. That agnular wall portion 
32 of each depression, which is located nearest the ad 
jacentvend of the sash frame component, lies at a 45° 
angle relative to the ?at surface of the component edge 
in which it is formed. The resultant angle of the sec 
ond face portion 34 of each depression in such an up 
setting operation will approximate 30° from the plane 
of the edge surface in which the dimple or depression is 
formed. The 45 ° inclined face of each depression, dis 
posed toward the adjacent end of the frame member, is 
provided with a screw opening 36 substantially centrally 
thereof and opening therethrough at right angles to the 
plane surface of that inclined wall portion of the de 
pression. 
By the foregoing structure the depression 38 of each 

pair thereof in each frame component presents screw 
openings the axes of which are parallel and at a 45° 
inclination to the plane surface of the edge of the frame 
component in which the dimples are formed and per 
pendicular to the angular line de?ning the adjacent end 
of the frame component. 

Associated with a door sash frame, the components 
of which are constructed in accordance with the above 
described structure, is a plurality of corner gussets for 
securing the ends of adjacent frame components at the 
points of their angular abutment at the frame corners. 
One such gusset 38 is associated with each corner joint 
of the door sash frame. 

Each of the corner fastening gussets 38 is formed 
from an extruded member of rectangular, tubular con 
?guration in cross section with arcuate screw channels 
40 and 42 formed longitudinally of two opposed faces 
thereof externally of the tube. 

In elevation, each gusset 38 consists of a generally 
isosceles trapezoidal section cut from the extruded mem 
bet‘, the non-parallel sides of which cut across the tubu 
lar extruded member between the opposed screw channel 
supporting faces thereof. Thus, each gusset consists of 
a pair of spaced parallel plates of like isosceles trapezoidal 
con?guration with the corresponding parallel sides there 
of being interconnected by the screw channel supporting 
faces of the tubular member from which the gusset is 
formed. _ 

After the isosceles trapezoidal gusset is cut from the 
tubular member the vertex portions at each end of the 
greater parallel side are cut away perpendicularly to that 
parallel side through the depth of the screw channel 42 
contiguous with that side of the gusset, as at 44, and 
each end of the screw channel 40 is cut away, as at 46, 
perpendicularly to the lesser parallel side of the gusset 
to de?ne the screw channel 40 centrally of that side 
and of an overall length determined by the location of 
the sash frame component depressions 3%) in the frame 
edge. - 

In utilization of a gusset 38 to secure two sash frame 
components at a corner joint of the frame, the gusset 
is located within the tubular area de?ned within the 
butted, mitered ends of the frame components. The 
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gusset 38 is ?rst positioned with one non-parallel side 
disposed toward and adjacent to the dimpled face of one 
frame component with the ends of the screw channels 
40 and 42 adjacent that side being in registry with the 
two screw openings 36 in the paired depressions 30 
therein. Sheet metal screws 48 are then threaded through 
the openings 36 into the screw channels drawing the 
?ush ends of the channels up tight against the‘ angular 
walls 32 of the depressions 3t) and the gusset edge tight 
against the inner face of the frame component edge 
intermediate the depressions 36. 

After the gusset is tightly secured to the inner face of 
one of the frame components as described, the second 
frame component is positioned with its angular end in 
aligned abutment with the ?rst frame component there 
by enclosing the gusset within the tubular con?nes of 
the frame de?ned by said components. Such positioning 
of the second frame component will bring the screw 
openings 36 in the depressions 30 adjacent the butted 
end thereof into registry with the second ends of the 
two screw channels 40 and 42 of the gusset 36. Then, 
threaded insertion of sheet metal screws 48 through 
the screw openings 36 and into the screw channels 40 
and 42 will tightly draw up the second frame component 
against the second non-parallel side of the gusset 38 
tightly securing this second frame component in a mitered 
corner joint with the ?rst frame component to which the 
gusset was ?rst secured. 

In accordance with the above described corner con 
nection for the frame components of door and window 
sashes a rigid, non-yielding joint connection is provided 
between the several vertical and horizontal members 
forming the sash frame. The utilization of a plurality 
of fastening screws in paired opposition between butted 
frame components provides for a rigid connection which 
will completely resist twisting torques and stresses with 
in the sash and will securely maintain the joint against 
tensional and compressive forces normal in such frame 
constructions. > 

Accordingly, a new and highly improved corner con 
nector for door and window frames has been provided 
which serves to accomplish all of the new and useful 
results above attributed thereto and to satisfy those ob 
jects and advantages above set forth. 

In the foregoing descriptiontcertain terms have been 
used for brevity and clearness of understanding, but no 
unnecessary limitations are to be implied beyond the 
requirements of the prior art and the hereinafter appended 
claims which are intended to be broadly construed. 

I claim: . 
l. A fastener for angularly disposed structural mem 

bers consisting of a pair of like trapezoidal shaped plates 
in spaced coincidence, the corresponding parallel sides 
of said plates being interconnected by perpendicular side 
members forming a trapezoidal gusset of tubular cross 
sectional con?guration, and screw channels formed longi 
tudinally of said side members. 

2. A fastener construction as de?ned in claim 1 wherein 
said spaced plates are of isosceles trapezoidal con?gura 
tion. 

3. A construction as de?ned in claim 1 for right angu 
larly disposed structural members wherein said plates are 
of isosceles trapezoidal con?guration with the base angles 
each being 45° 

4. In a door or window construction, the combination 
with a pair of tubular framing components having ad 
jacent ends abutting in angular relation to each other, the 
outermost faces of each frame component having cor 
responding paired screw openings at spaced points therein 
opening therethrough in axial opposition, of a trapezoidal 
gusset having screw channels longitudinally of the paral 
lel sides thereof adapted to align respectively between 
the corresponding opposed screw openings in each frame 
component. 
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5. A gusset of the type de?ned in claim 4 wherein the 
trapezoidal con?guration of said gusset is isosceles. 

6. In a door or window construction, the combination 
with a pair of tubular framing components having ad 
jacent ends abutting in mitered perpendicular relation‘ 5 
to each other and extending along respective adjacent I 
sides of a frame from a corner thereof, the outermost 
faces in each frame component having corresponding 
paired screw openings at spaced points therein open 
ing therethrough in axial opposition, of a trapezoidal 
gusset having screw channels longitudinally of the paral 
lel sides thereof adapted to align respectively between 
the corresponding opposed screw openings in each frame 
component. ' 

7. A gusset of the type de?ned in claim 6 wherein the 
trapezoidal con?guration of said gusset is isosceles with 
the base angles thereof each being of 45°. 
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8. In combination with a pair of tubular framing com 

ponents disposed in perpendicular relationship and hav 
ing adjacent ends butted in a mitered joint, a trapezoidal 
gusset disposed in the angle de?ned between the com 
ponents, screw means interconnecting each frame com 
ponent with the gusset, and the screw means associated 
with the frame components being aligned in axial oppo 
sition and at right angles to the line of the mitered 
joint. 
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